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BUILDING BETTER QUERIES
We designed and implemented Geo, a distributed open spatial query mechanism in Java using Java Native Interface (JNI) and Remote Method Invocation (RMI). Geo serves as a case study for the Web Computing Skeleton developed as part of the Polelo project, a joint effort of the University of Pretoria and GMD-First (Berlin). Later in the article, we'll discuss how we implemented and tested Geo.
Our GIS access mechanism integrates several existing technologies, most of them Java-based (Table  1) . We chose Java because it is simple, object-oriented, distributed, interpreted, robust, secure, architectureneutral, portable, high-performance, multithreaded, and dynamic. 2, 3 Such features make it ideal for a distributed open spatial query mechanism such as Geo.
As GIS systems become mainstream, 4 GIS developers need a Java API that is easy to use and ensures secure and robust applications. In the Internet's distributed heterogeneous environment, architectureneutral and portable applications require less maintenance. Object-oriented design attributes such as reusability and encapsulation also enhance a distributed open spatial query mechanism: reusability permits deriving new application-specific classes later, and encapsulation hides the details of the APIs. The Java Database Connectivity API is the Java equivalent of the Open Database Connectivity API. This standard SQL database access interface developed by JavaSoft gives Java developers a common interface to a wide range of heterogeneous SQL databases. JDBC is a core Java package and was first included in the Java Development Kit version 1.1 in February 1997.
Relational and spatial query mechanisms differ in how they specify query criteria and in the type and presentation of the data they return. Nonetheless, basic similarities (in loading a driver or establishing a connection) with the JDBC API provided a model for our query mechanism. Table 2 shows abstract interfaces from the JDBC API and their counterpart classes in Geo, and Figure 1 shows the interaction between these classes.
The Java sample program in Figure 2 illustrates the use of Geo's spatial query classes.
IMPLEMENTING THE GEO PACKAGE
Java has proved useful in our integrated environment. Most vendors supply a query API in C or
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o Geo serves as a case study for the Web Computing Skeleton 5 (see the boxed text "The Web Computing Skeleton" on page 40 for more details). Implementing the skeleton in Java lets us develop for distributed heterogeneous environments such as the Internet. 
Java Native Interface
We implemented Geo as a Java software layer on top of vendor-specific C/C++ APIs. JNI, a native programming interface provided with Java, allows Java code running inside a Java Virtual Machine to interoperate with applications and libraries written in other languages such as C, C++, and assembler. JNI links our query mechanism's Java classes with the vendor-specific APIs in C/C++.
JNI connects Java to existing proprietary GISs but has some serious disadvantages in a heterogeneous distributed environment:
o JNI is restricted to Java applications and cannot be used in Java applets because of their security restrictions.
o JNI requires the user to install a native code (such as C/C++) library on the client machine.
o Using native methods negates portability, since a separate native method library must be supplied for every platform on which the application is to run.
o Modules written in other languages to which JNI interfaces may damage or steal confidential information; Java code itself cannot do this.
Remote Method Invocation
Remote Method Invocation is the Java equivalent of remote procedure calls. RMI lets programmers create distributed Java-to-Java applications, which can invoke remote Java object methods from other Java virtual machines, possibly on different hosts.
In our system, RMI overcomes the disadvantages of JNI. We developed an RMI shell around Geo's query classes, namely RemoteDriver, RemoteConnection, RemoteDatabaseMetaData, RemoteQuery, RemoteResultSet, and RemoteFeature. This RMI shell permits the use of native-code objects as remote objects on a server; they do not have to be downloaded to the client machine. RMI gives the client all of Java's advantages, such as portability, robustness, and security, but it also introduces an extra software layer, which imposes some performance constraints. RMI also forces the server to perform processing that could otherwise have been done on the client. If not implemented correctly, this server dependence can create a serious bottleneck.
Each remote class is implemented by having a member variable of the local version of the class. The remote class implements exactly the same methods as the local class by calling the member variable's method in each one of its methods. Figure  3 shows how we used RMI with Geo.
Architecture with and without RMI
RMI provides portability and security, but with a potential performance penalty. To measure this penalty, we implemented and compared two implementation styles for Geo. Figure 4 compares their architectures, indicating whether a software layer resides on the client or the server.
TESTING THE QUERY MECHANISM
We summarize here selected results of our testing and their implications. Based on needs suggested by the test results, we developed two optimization methods to speed query processing, which we present later in this section. For detailed
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Data
We tested our query mechanism on the Centurion and Forest Glen geographic databases, typical examples of geographic data used by local governments. Figure 5 shows the data as displayed in Autodesk World.
Depending on how a feature is defined, the geographic database stores the following per feature:
o The number of coordinates per feature affects how features in a result set should be traversed. For example, the Centurion Road network uses about 50 coordinates to define a main road, whereas the Forest Glen database uses on average 1,000 coordinates and thus requires a different and more efficient traversal mechanism.
Feature traversal mechanisms
Using our system, users query GIS databases using five kinds of method calls, which can be divided into two categories depending on how the results will be used. Analytical queries typically involve only a subset of features in a geographic database and are used for calculations and analyses. Display queries may involve many features (depending on the current zoom state) and are used to display feature data graphically.
We use the following variables to express these properties and the relationships among them:
o a, average number of coordinates per feature; o b, average number of features that fit into the internal buffer; o m, time for one method call; o n, number of features in the result set; and o v, time to convert the buffer into a linked list or stream.
Analytical queries
For exact calculations and analyses, analytical queries require precise feature data presented in 3D floating-point coordinates. The user can narrow down the number of features by setting spatial criteria before submitting the query.
Our query mechanism traverses the results (GeoResultSet) of an analytical query using the getFirstFeature and getNextFeature methods. Each returns a GeoFeature object that already contains information such as the feature key and feature class. Obtaining the geometric data requires at least one extra method call, which can take one of three forms.
1. Feature data as subsequent items. A getFirstD3Item call retrieves the feature's geometric data and stores it in an internal buffer of the GeoFeature object. The getFirstD3Item returns the first GeoD3Item in the buffer and positions the cursor at the following GeoD3Item. Subsequent calls step through the internal buffer, incrementing the cursor. Since a GeoD3Item corresponds to one coordinate, we can express the time to traverse the geometric data as (n + an)m.
Feature data as a linked list. A getD3DataList call
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3. Feature data as a byte stream. The getD3Buffer method retrieves the feature's geometric data into an internal buffer, then converts it into a Java stream for return to the user. The internal buffer cannot be returned directly because the Java DataInputStream and DataOutputStream classes read and write double values as hardware-independent but the buffer presents them as hardware-dependent. This traversal mechanism requires that the user know the stream's byte array structure. We express the time required as n(m + v).
Traversing feature data as subsequent items results in two or more method calls per feature, depending on the number of GeoD3Items per feature. Traversing feature data as a linked list requires only one method call per feature. If a geographic database contains mostly point and text features, traversing feature data as subsequent items does not increase overhead. However, if a geographic database consists of lines and areas, the extra method calls needed to traverse feature data as subsequent items create significant overhead.
Although traversing feature data as a byte stream requires that the user know the byte array structure, the byte stream takes up less space than the linked list, which can significantly improve performance over a network.
Display queries
Display queries usually involve many features but only require geometric data. Such queries can traverse result set features in batches of more than one and generate no more than one method call per feature.
Our query mechanism traverses a display query's GeoResultSet features either as linked lists of GeoD3Items or as byte streams. The GeoD3Item type in the list or an indicator in the byte stream serve as feature separators.
Features as linked lists.
This traversal mechanism retrieves feature data into an internal buffer of up to 64 Kbytes, then converts it into a singly linked list of GeoD3Items for return. Subsequent calls do the same. We express the time required as (n/b)(m + v).
5. Features as byte streams. This traversal mechanism retrieves feature data from the geographic database into an internal buffer of up to 64 Kbytes, which it converts to a Java stream for return. Subsequent calls do the same. We express the time required as (n/b)(m + v).
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As with analytical queries, traversing the features in the result set as subsequent byte streams requires more user knowledge but gives faster results over a network.
Observations and implications
As an example, Figure 6 shows the time (in ms) it takes on the P6 to traverse all features in the Centurion database using the five traversal mechanisms described earlier.
The internal buffer needs a one-byte indicator plus three double values to represent one feature coordinate, that is, 1 + (3 * 8) = 25 bytes per coordinate. The average number of coordinates per feature is 20 in the Centurion geographic database; thus, 20 * 25 = 500 bytes are needed per feature. Since the maximum size of an internal buffer is 64 Kbytes, b = 13 for the Centurion database. From the above formulas, it follows that
Since n, b, and m will be the same for a certain geographic database and machine, v determines whether traversal is faster using linked lists or byte streams. Figures 6 and 7 show that traversing features as linked lists takes longer than traversing them as byte streams, because processing features one by one generates high overhead, and converting the internal buffer to a linked list takes longer than converting it to a Java stream. We found this difference to be significant with RMI (Figure 7) .
To summarize, we came to three main conclusions based on our tests. o Significant overhead results from processing result set features one by one. However, for analytical queries, this is the only way to process features.
o Because it takes longer to convert the internal buffer into a linked list than to convert it into a Java stream, traversing feature data as byte streams is more efficient. o Feature data in linked lists takes up more space than feature data in byte streams, making byte streams more efficient for network transmission.
Integer coordinate optimization
For maximum precision, the geographic database stores feature data as 3D floating-point coor-M a y / J u n e 1 9 9 8
I E E E S o f t w a r e dinates. However, the x-and y-axes on a display screen can both be presented as integers; the stored z-coordinate is only used in 3D analyses such as visualization or digital terrain modeling. Using the traversal mechanisms for display queries, the user can retrieve 3D floating-point coordinates from the result set and convert them into screen coordinates for display. To optimize traversal mechanisms for display queries, the user can set a ratio between database and display coordinates before submitting a query to the geographic database. The getFirstI2DataList, getNextI2DataList, getFirstI2Buffer, and getNextI2Buffer methods convert the 3D floating-point coordinates to 2D integer coordinates when they convert the internal buffer to a linked list or byte stream.
The linked list returned by getFirstI2DataList and getNextI2DataList will therefore contain coordinates presented as GeoI2Points (2D integer coordinates) instead of GeoD3Points (3D floatingpoint coordinates). Similarly, the Java data stream returned by getFirstI2Buffer and getNextI2Buffer will contain 2D integer coordinates instead of 3D floating-point coordinates.
Optimizing integer coordinates requires extra processing time; without RMI, this processing occurs on the client machine; with RMI, it occurs on the server machine. But it also creates smaller linked lists and byte streams that create less network traffic and thus improve the query mechanism's performance.
For example, Figure 8 shows the time it takes to traverse all features in the Forest Glen geographic database as byte streams. The features were traversed with (GeoI2Point) and without (GeoD3Point) the integer coordinate optimization. The first two cases (P5 and P6) measure performance of the query mechanism architecture without RMI, while the third case measures performance with RMI.
The second and fourth columns in Figure 8 show the penalty of converting the 3D floating-point coordinates to 2D integer coordinates. However, the sixth column in Figure 8 shows that optimizing integer coordinates increases speed when using RMI-byte streams containing 2D integer coordinates rather than 3D floating-point coordinates travel more quickly over a network.
Pixel distance optimization
This optimization lets the user specify the distance in the database represented by two pixels (in mm) on the display screen. Since this is the upper limit for display granularity, the query's result set will contain only coordinates further apart than the specified pixel distance. This reduces the size of the linked lists and byte streams involved in feature traversal. Our tests showed that larger pixel distance gave a clear performance advantage.
Architecture with and without RMI
Finally, we measured how optimization affected our query mechanism's performance with and without RMI. We compared the time it took to traverse all features in the Centurion geographic database as byte streams without integer coordinate optimization (GeoD3Point) to the time for traversal with integer coordinate optimization (GeoI2Point). Tests occurred on the P5 and P6 without RMI, and on the P5 as client and the P6 as server with RMI. Figure 9 shows that using integer coordinate optimization lowers the . performance penalty of RMI and the network.
FUTURE WORK
Currently, our query mechanism operates as an applet that can be executed within the Web Computing Skeleton to provide a user interface to the actual application. In our case study, the applet displays a city street map that shows hospital and ambulance sites. The user obtains the street map data by submitting a display query to the query mechanism on the application server. As soon as an accident occurs, it appears on the street map; the user can send an analytical query to the application server to determine the closest ambulance and hospital. Among other things, the applet user interface lets users o zoom into different areas on the map, o indicate buildings and streets and display their names, and o highlight all ambulances within a certain radius of an indicated point.
For each function, the applet submits a query to the application server via our query mechanism. RMI eliminates the need to install native code on the machine on which the applet runs. The actual GIS data can either reside on the application server or be reached via TCP/IP on another machine in the network.
We used RMI to ensure that spatial queries could be submitted safely to a geographic database over the Internet. We could also use a distributed object architecture such as the Common Object Request Broker Architecture or the Common Object Model instead of RMI. The proprietary GIS API would then be encapsulated inside the distributed object, which Internet users could access via Corba or COM protocol using Java.
O ur test results show the performance penalty of using RMI in our implementation. Since spatial queries usually involve large amounts of data (64-Kbyte buffers), we hope to develop a Corba or COM implementation and compare its performance over a network to that of RMI. Since each would involve the same amount of data over the network, such a comparison would show how RMI, Corba, and COM differ in overhead and thus in overall performance efficiency. .
T H E W E B C O M P U T I N G S K E L E T O N
Our query mechanism lets us dynamically explore the Web Computing Skeleton, 5 which uses distributed OO techniques to achieve heterogeneous, mobile, dynamically configured, and widely available software structures for Web computing. Initially, the skeleton is empty. Developers add functionality by embedding applications in the skeleton and providing user interfaces to them. Figure A shows the typical flow of control in the Web Computing Skeleton. First, the Web browser contacts the Web server (a) and downloads the initial applet. The Web page downloaded with the applet contains the host name of the directory server to contact. The applet then contacts the directory server (b) and downloads the list of available applications. When the user chooses an application to execute, the initial applet contacts the relevant application server and downloads the user interface classes for the application (c). The user interface activates and control passes to it. The user interface contacts the application server and maintains remote collaboration (d).
Without the skeleton, a user of our query mechanism would need specific permission to access the server on which the GIS resides. The skeleton provides this access as a custom-built service of the applet. Serena Coetzee is a software engineer in the GIS marketing group of Autodesk, Inc. For the past five years she has worked on GIS software design and development. She was a member of the software development team of ReGIS, a GIS developed in South Africa, and is now involved in developing Autodesk World. Her research interests include GISs, Java, and the Web. Coetzee received a BSc and an MSc in computer science from the University of Pretoria.
